
 

 Double Twist Blackjack Dealing Procedure 

Equipment 

Double Twist Blackjack is used on a clearly designated non-poker table with 

appropriate layout. 

6 standard 52 Playing Card Decks are used for this game. 

A discard rack is used for this game to remove cards previously used. 

Jackpot Meter and Table Sensors are used to Calculate Jackpot wagers. 

 

Game and Bonus wagers: 

Blackjack wagers are $5 or $10 and do not have to match if playing multiple hands 

3 Card Bonus $2-$10 do not have to match 

5 Card Bonus $2-$10 (Must be $2 or $5 for Galaxy Jackpot) 

 

 Galaxy Jackpot Pay Table 

Winning Hand $2 Bonus Jackpots Envy $5 Bonus Jackpot Envy 

Royal Flush 100% $400 100% $1,000 

Straight Flush 25% $100 25% $250 

5 Of a Kind $250  $625  

4 Of a Kind $80  $200  

Full House $40  $100  

Flush $24  $60  

Straight $20  $50  

3 Of a Kind $8  $20  

Two Pair $6  $15  
 

*Envy payouts are awarded if another player at the table hits 1 of the 2 qualifying hands. 

This payout gets paid to any player who made that specific jackpot wager. 
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Inspect the backs of the Red 6 deck pack of cards, dealers are to examine each card for rips, creases, 

marks that could hinder shuffling in the machine. Once verification is complete, dealers are to then load 

the red 6 deck pack of cards into the shuffler elevator and press the button to shuffle.  

Please repeat process for Blue 6 deck pack. 

In the event of a shuffler malfunction, a supervisor can direct the dealer to hand shuffle. If a hand 

shuffle is required, dealers are to wash each deck thoroughly and then perform a 6-deck thorough wash.  

Dealers are to NOT to open both containers UNTIL the first 6 deck card pack is in the shuffler. This will 

prevent colors getting mixed up.  

Closing Procedures 

 

Dealers and the Pit Manager need to take notice and verify the # of cards the machine is reading. It 

should read 312 for each 6-deck pack. If it does not display 312 the decks must be suited down. Dealers 

and Floors please take notice on the last shoe dealt of the night. Verify the numbers prior to the end of 

the night so that the cards do not need to be run through again.  

Upon closing the table, the dealer will NOT have at anytime both sets of cards on the layout at the same 

time. Dealers are to load the existing decks into its container first. The cards do not have to be suited 

down. Repeat same process for the 2nd set of cards.  

Dealers are to take the container of cards and the shoe and correctly place it in the Pit supply cabinet.  

 

Shuffle Procedure  

When the cut card comes out during the play of hand or the cut card is first to come out at the start of 

the next hand the dealer will break down the shoe and plug remaining stub in 3 parts into the discard 

rack. (Lo Mid High) Once the existing shoe is in the discard rack the dealer with then push the button on 

the shuffler.  

The dealer will FIRST load the decks from the discard rack into the empty elevator and remove the 

shuffled 6 deck from the machine. The shuffled deck shall be placed onto the cut card and the dealer 

shall proceed to offer the player to cut as normal.  

 

Dealing Procedures 
 

- Dealers will burn the first card upon a new shoe or entering the table. Upon player request, the dealer 
may expose this card. 

-  



 
- Dealers will check all bets made by players before dealing cards. Only $5 or $10 bets are allowed. 

Wagers must be made in betting circle. .  

 

- In order to play 5 card jackpot wager, player must play both hands of blackjack and both 3 card 

bonus wagers.  

 

- Dealers will place cards in front of appropriate betting circle, with 2nd card going to the left side 

of the 1st. All additional cards will go towards the left side of the previous card so that 3 of the 4 

corners of the card are visible to all players, dealers, supervisors and surveillance. 

 

- Dealers will deal from left to right ending with them. The first card of the dealers is face down at 

first and will be flipped face up onto the dealers second card which is face down.  

 

- Dealers will always check hole card with a face card up before the start of player decisions  

 

- Dealers must draw to all 17’s 

 

- Players must use hand signals when performing an action. Tapping table for a hit; waving off for 

a stay. If the signal is unclear, the dealer will verbally question the command.  

 

- Players are not able to surrender. 

 

- When a player splits, the bet must be above the appropriate hand. 

 

- When a player doubles, the best must be side by side the original bet. Players can double for less 

but it must be exactly half. Ex- $10 bet doubled for less must be $5 (Not Behind) 

 

- When a player doubles, the double card will be turned to the side to represent no more cards. 

 

- Split Aces 2nd cards are turned to the side to signal no more cards. 

 

- If a player busts, Dealers will always take losing bets before taking losing cards. 

 

- Dealers will always take cards away starting with their own from right to left in order. This is done 

so if there is any question the hand can be re-opened and shown. 

- When Paying winning bets, dealers will place winning chips next to existing bets in the same 

denomination as the player bet.  

- Payers are allowed to play multiple hands 

 

Insurance: 
 

- When offering insurance or even money, dealers will open their right-hand palm up and from left 

to right moving their hand to 3rd base pausing for a short period and then closing their hand palm 

down back to first base to close insurance. Dealers will also verbally announce the question of 

insurance simultaneously. Dealers will then check for Blackjack. 

 



 
- Insurance bets must be half of the players bet. 

 

- If the dealer has blackjack, dealers will take all losing bets first from right to left, before paying 

out any insurance bets. (A losing bet that is insured must also be taken out of the circle to show 

that the bet lost. The only winning bets on the table are insurance wagers. 

If the dealer does not have blackjack, dealer will take all losing insurance bets from right to left 

and then start the hand at first base. 

 

 

 


